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Construal level theory proposes that increasing the reported spatial distance of events produces judgments that reflect abstract, schematic representations of the events. Across 4 experiments, the authors
examined the impact of spatial distance on construal-dependent social judgments. Participants structured
behavior into fewer, broader units (Study 1) and increasingly attributed behavior to enduring dispositions
rather than situational constraints (Study 2) when the behavior was spatially distant rather than near.
Participants reported that typical events were more likely and atypical events less likely when events
were more spatially distant (Study 3). They were also less likely to extrapolate from specific cases that
deviated from general trends when making predictions about more spatially distant events (Study 4).
Implications for social judgment are discussed.
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the axis of the body (head–feet, front– back, left–right) and the
three-dimensional space surrounding the body, whereas representations of spatially distant objects have been associated with mental constructions that are more global and schematized (e.g., Bryant & Tversky, 1999; Tversky, 2003). In representing spatially
distant objects, individuals circumvent the need to encode all
fine-grain metric values by relying instead on categorical information, which can lead to systematic biases and distortions in spatial
distance judgments (e.g., Huttenlocher, Hedges, & Duncan, 1991;
McNamara, 1986; Tversky, 1981).
Despite the amount of work on spatial distance and mental
representations, the question of how representations of near and
distant events might affect social judgment remains largely unexplored. The present studies investigate the consequences of spatial
distance for social judgment within the framework of construal
level theory (CLT; Trope & Liberman, 2003). According to CLT,
space is a dimension of psychological distance, along with time,
social distance, and hypotheticality. Psychological distance is posited to affect the way individuals represent information such that
psychologically distant events are represented more by their essential, general, and prototypical features (high-level construals)
and psychologically near events are represented in terms of their
incidental, specific, and unique features (low-level construals).
CLT assumes that an association forms between psychological distance and level of construal and that this association is then overgeneralized, causing people to continue to form high-level construals for
distant events and low-level construals for near events, even when
information about events is completely known and reliable.
Much of the research in support of CLT has focused on temporal
distance from events (see Liberman, Trope, & Stephan, in press;
Trope & Liberman, 2003) and has examined how temporal distance affects construal and construal-mediated choice and prediction. Temporal distance has been shown to affect a wide range of
psychological phenomena, from person perception to selfregulation to interpersonal interactions (e.g., see Gilovich & Med-

How do individuals think and make judgments about events that
take place in other neighborhoods, towns, states, continents, or
planets? In other words, how does the perceived spatial distance of
events from one’s immediate physical surrounding affect judgments and decisions about those events? Individuals frequently
think about and make decisions regarding social events that are
spatially near or distant. For example, a parent may make decisions
about a child who is attending a nearby or faraway university. The
present article examines how people’s responses to the same social
event can change depending on whether it is believed to occur at
a spatially near or distant location.
A large body of work suggests that individuals’ understanding
of spatially near versus distant objects is constructed through
different sensory modalities and representational systems (e.g.,
McNamara, 1986; Tversky, 2003, 2005). In fact, spatial cognition
research suggests that different areas of the brain might even be
recruited to represent the same object at near and distant locations
(e.g., Berti & Fassinetti, 2000; Halligan, Fink, Marshall, & Vallar,
2003). Representations of spatially near objects are dependent on
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vec, 1995; Henderson, Trope, & Carnevale, in press; Keren &
Roelofsma, 1995; Ross, 1989; Ross & Wilson, 2002; Sherman,
Zehner, Johnson, & Hirt, 1983; Trope & Liberman, 2003; Wilson,
Wheatley, Meyers, Gilbert, & Axsom, 2000; Zauberman & Lynch,
2005). In particular, research has consistently found that judgments and decisions for temporally distant rather than near events
are determined more by higher level, schematic construals of
events. For example, Nussbaum, Trope, and Liberman (2003)
found that perceivers placed more weight on general, decontextualized characteristics (global trait concepts) and less weight on
situation-specific states when predicting others’ behavior in a
distant rather than a near future situation. In another set of studies,
Liberman, Sagristano, and Trope (2002) found that individuals
were more likely to expect distant rather than near future events to
resemble the ideal case or prototype of an event’s category. For
example, in one study they asked participants to list the events they
expected to experience during either a good or bad day in either the
near or distant future and had them rate the valence of each event.
Liberman et al. found that the more distant future good and bad
days were more uniformly positive and negative, respectively.
CLT theorists posit that the same general principles that apply to
temporal distance should also hold for other psychological distance dimensions, including spatial distance (Liberman et al., in
press). Recently, Fujita, Henderson, Eng, Trope, and Liberman
(2006) have extended research on psychological distance and
construal to issues of spatial distance and mental representation of
social events and objects. Specifically, they demonstrated that
increasing the reported spatial distance of social events led individuals to represent the events more abstractly and globally. For
example, in one study, they found that participants who imagined
a spatially distant rather than near event preferred to identify
actions associated with the event in terms of superordinate end
states rather than subordinate means. In another study, they found
that participants used more abstract language to describe an event
that purportedly took place at a spatially distant rather than near
location, suggesting a higher level of construal of the event (Semin
& Fiedler, 1988).
Although Fujita, Henderson, et al.’s (2006) findings offer support for CLT’s broader notion of psychological distance, whereby
different distance dimensions are interrelated and similarly affect
mental representation, the implications of spatial distance for social judgment and decision-making have yet to be explored. That
is, their studies demonstrated the effects of spatial distance on level
of construal but did not examine the implications of this effect for
social judgment and prediction. In the present article, we extend
the previous work in that direction. We also seek to extend CLT to
novel paradigms of construal, prediction, and judgment that have
not been examined with other dimensions of distance (Studies 1, 3,
and 4).
Our first study examined the effect of spatial distance on construal by using a construal task that has never been examined
within the framework of CLT, namely, segmentation of continuous
action (Newtson, 1973). If judgments about spatially distant events
are based on more schematic, higher level construals of events,
then continuous behavior should be segmented into fewer, broader
action units (Study 1). In Studies 2– 4 we examined the effect of
spatial distance on judgment and prediction in social situations in
which a general, global view of the prediction problem suggests a
different prediction than a more local, specific analysis of the same

problem. We expected that when predictions pertained to more
spatially distant locations, they would derive more from the highlevel, global aspects of the problem and less from the low-level,
local characteristics of the problem. In Study 2 we examined
whether predictions of another’s behavior are based more on
personal dispositions (e.g., attitudes) than on specific situational
constraints when behavior purportedly occurs in a more distant
location, an effect that has been demonstrated already with future
temporal distance (Nussbaum et al., 2003). In Study 3 we treated
the central tendency of a distribution as a prototypical, high-level
feature, and a deviant case as a low-level feature. Accordingly, in
this study we examined whether predictions about spatially distant
outcomes would be more confident when they pertain to a typical
event and less confident when they pertain to an atypical event. In
Study 4 we viewed the general trend of a series of outcomes as a
high-level construal of the prediction situation and a local deviation from the trend as a low-level construal of the same prediction
situation. We predicted that extrapolations of a graph would be
more in accord with the general trend and less in accord with the
local deviation when they pertained to more spatially distant
situations.

Study 1: Spatial Distance and Unitization Judgments
Schemas represent knowledge about the prototypical features or
aspects of objects and events (Rosch, 1975; Rosch & Llyod, 1978;
Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & Boyes-Braem, 1976). Research
has shown that schemas allow individuals to organize or “chunk”
information about objects and events into consistent, meaningful,
discernible units (Chase & Simon, 1973; Reitman, 1976). One
domain that such researchers have been found to be important is
the understanding of behavior (Cohen & Ebbesen, 1979; Lassiter,
Geers, Apple, & Beers, 2000; Massad, Hubbard, & Newtson,
1979; Newtson, 1973; Newtson & Engquist, 1976; Wilder, 1978a;
1978b). Although behavior is continuous, perceivers must discern
the relevant parts of action from the irrelevant to integrate the
behavioral information with previously acquired knowledge.
Perceivers with an activated schema have been found to adopt a
more selective unitization strategy (dividing a behavior sequence
into fewer meaningful actions) than perceivers without an activated schema (Cohen & Ebbesen, 1979; Markus, Smith, & Moreland, 1985). Markus et al. (1985), for example, asked individuals
who had well-developed schemas in the domain of masculinity
(masculine schematics) and individuals who lacked such schemas
(masculine aschematic) to view two films that were either relevant
or irrelevant to the domain of masculinity. They found that masculine schematics consistently divided the schema-relevant film
into fewer, larger units than did masculine aschematic; no differences emerged for the schema-irrelevant film. In the current study,
we tested the hypothesis that as spatial distance from an event is
increased, individuals would form a high-level construal of actions
that occurred during the event, resulting in fewer, broader units.

Method
Participants. A sample of 86 individuals (54 women, 32 men) at New
York University (NYU) participated in the study for $5 or in partial
fulfillment of a course requirement. They were randomly assigned to
condition, with equal numbers per condition. We included the sex of the
participant as a factor for all of the analyses reported in this article and
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controlled for sex in all analyses; the pattern of results was unchanged in
all cases. Thus, the sex of participants is not discussed further.
Materials and procedures. Participants were tested in groups of 1 to 8
in a study ostensibly about reactions to a cartoon video. All instructions for
the study took place on the computer. Participants were asked to imagine
a scenario in which they secured a new position in a film production
company. As part of their job, they were instructed to view a cartoon video
that was currently in production. The cartoon was presented as a rough
sketch of an event that took place during a camping trip for young
teenagers. Participants learned that the principal characters in the video
were drawn not as people but as shapes. They were told to imagine that the
film depicted the action of three teenagers around a cabin at a well-known
summer camp. The summer camp at which the events in the film took place
was described as located “on the East Coast, about 3 miles from here”
(spatially near condition) or “on the West Coast, about 3,000 miles from
here” (spatially distant condition).
Next, participants in both conditions were introduced to the unitization
procedure. During a unitization procedure, participants typically view a
film that contains a sequence of actions, and they are requested to push a
button each time a meaningful unit of behavior occurs (e.g., see Newtson,
1973). The unitization task, which has been used in a variety of unitizing
studies (e.g., Lassiter & Stone, 1984; Lassiter, Stone, & Rogers, 1988;
Newtson, 1973), included the following instructions:
The assignment your boss has given you is to watch the video of this
East [West] Coast camping trip carefully, and to segment what you
see into actions that seem natural and meaningful to you. While
watching this cartoon video, you’ve been instructed to hit the space
bar when, in your judgment, one meaningful action ends and another
begins. There is no right or wrong way to do this; it’s up to you to
decide whether or not an action seems natural and meaningful to you.
Participants in all conditions then viewed and unitized a silent cartoon.
Specifically, we showed participants the animated film developed by
Heider and Simmel (1944).1 This film depicts two triangles and a circle
that move against and around each other. Virtually all people (except for
individuals with autism and Asperger’s syndrome) create a social plot for
the stimuli in the film on the basis of movement of the shapes (Heider &
Simmel, 1944; Klin, 2000). The key that participants pressed to mark a
meaningful unit of action activated a computer program that recorded the
number of actions identified (unitization rate). No instructions were given
regarding the expected or appropriate size of participants’ units. All participants appeared able to perform the task. The film was shown on the
computer and lasted 76 s.
Heider and Simmel’s (1944) video was ideal for our purpose in this
study because it depicts symbolic representations of behavior that can
easily be framed as occurring in either a geographically close or remote
location. More important, Heider and Simmel’s video contains the basic
elements required for a unitization task, namely, streams of action, without
the confound of potential differences in perceived similarity or group
affiliation with the “social agents” performing the action.
Following the film presentation, participants completed a series of
questions that addressed other potential confounds. We measured participants’ difficulty in imagining the camping trip event using the following
questions: “While watching the video, how difficult was it for you to
picture it as a real life event?” “How easy was it to visualize the cartoon as
a real life event?” (reverse scored). The answer scales ranged from 1 (not
very difficult) to 7 (very difficult) and from 1 (not very easy) to 7 (very
easy), respectively. The responses were averaged to form a single index of
difficulty (r ⫽ .83). We also measured participants’ familiarity with
summer camp in the specified spatial location (“How familiar are you with
east [west] coast summer camps?”) and knowledge about summer camps in
general (“How knowledgeable are you of summer camps in general?”). The
answer scales ranged from 1 (not very familiar) to 7 (very familiar) and
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from 1 (not very knowledgeable) to 7 (very knowledgeable), respectively.
Finally, participants were debriefed and dismissed.

Results and Discussion
We analyzed the mean number of key presses (i.e., the number
of units into which the film was segmented). A smaller number of
units indicates larger units. As predicted, participants who imagined the same event as spatially distant versus spatially near
consistently divided the film into fewer units (10.09 vs. 14.41,
Mann–Whitney U ⫽ 694.00, Z ⫽ 2.00, p ⬍ .05).2 This effect was
not due to differences in difficulty of imagining, familiarity with,
or knowledge about the social event. There was no significant
difference between the two distance conditions in ease of imagining the event or in the reported amount of knowledge about it.
Participants reported being more familiar with the social event in
the spatially near location (M ⫽ 2.81) than in the spatially distant
location (M ⫽ 1.86), t(84) ⫽ 2.16, p ⬍ .05. None of these
variables, however, were significantly correlated with the number
of segments (all rs ⱕ 1.0). Moreover, after adjusting for each of
these as covariates, the results reported above remained significant, suggesting that they do not mediate the effect of spatial
distance on social judgment.
The results from this study offer the first evidence that psychological distance in general, and spatial distance in particular,
affects the way people segment a stream of behavior. Increased
spatial distance from an event leads to larger chunks of behavior
during the event. As individuals construct broader conceptualizations of others’ behavior, they should be more likely to abstract the
overarching, general purpose behind the actions of spatially distant
others rather than simply identifying their behavior as discrete
action (see Kudadjie-Gyamfi & Rachlin, 1995; Rachlin, 1995; see
also Vallacher & Wegner, 1987). That is, forming larger behavioral chunks should facilitate construal in terms of looking for
enduring, global dispositions and omitting more specific situational factors. One implication from these results then is that
individuals will be more prone to abstract dispositions from actions of more spatially distant others. The next study tests this
hypothesis.

Study 2: Spatial Distance and the Correspondence Bias
In this study, we examined whether correspondent inferences—
the tendency to make predictions about targets that are consistent
with personal attitudes expressed in situationally constrained behavior—are stronger when people are drawing inferences from
situationally constrained behavior that occurs in more spatially
1

We thank Sara Kiesler for making this video available on the Internet.
A t test revealed the predicted difference between participants in the
spatially near and spatially distant conditions, t(84) ⫽ 2.45, p ⫽ .02.
However, as suggested by Markus, Smith, and Moreland (1985), a nonparametric statistic (based on the median) was used in reporting these
results because the variance within the spatially near group was significantly larger than that within the spatially distant group. This difference in
variance is consistent with the rest of our reasoning: Judgments about
spatially distant events are based on more schematic, higher level construals of events, and thus participants with a spatially distant perspective are
much more consistent in the type of units they produce.
2
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distant locations. A considerable amount of person perception
research has demonstrated a bias toward forming correspondent
inferences (see Gilbert & Malone, 1995). In terms of CLT, this
bias reflects a high-level construal of behavior in terms of abstract,
decontextualized qualities rather than in terms of more concrete,
situation-specific factors. Consistent with this framework, Nussbaum et al. (2003) demonstrated that the correspondence bias is
stronger as the temporal distance from behavior is increased. The
current study tested the hypothesis that increased spatial distance
will also produce a greater correspondence bias. To test this
hypothesis, we used a variation of the Jones and Harris (1967)
attitude attribution paradigm. Participants read a situationally constrained or unconstrained essay arguing in favor of a controversial
issue that was written by a spatially near or distant target. On the
basis of this information, participants were asked to predict
whether the writer would engage in behaviors that were congruent
with the attitude expressed in the essay. These predictions served
as a measure of correspondent attitude inferences. We hypothesized that situational constraints are more likely to attenuate correspondent attitude inferences about a spatially near writer than a
spatially distant writer. The correspondence bias is thus more
likely to be manifested when the reader believes the essay to be
written in a distant location rather than a near location.

Method
Participants. A sample of 60 individuals (39 women, 21 men) at NYU
participated in the study for $10. They were randomly assigned to condition, with equal numbers in each condition.
Materials and procedures. Participants were tested in groups of 1 to 8
in a purported study about essay reading. All instructions for this study and
the remaining studies took place on paper. Participants read an essay
arguing in favor of the institution of senior comprehensive exams at NYU,
purportedly written by a NYU student for a writing class. They were told
the writer was instructed either to write an essay that supported senior
comprehensive examinations at NYU (constrained condition) or to express
his or her view on senior comprehensive examinations at NYU (unconstrained condition). Half of the participants were told that the writer of the
essay had written the essay while “in New York City, attending New York
University’s Washington Square campus” (spatially near condition). The
other half were told the writer had written the essay while “in Italy,
attending New York University’s Study Abroad Program” (spatially distant
condition).
After reading the essay, participants predicted the writer’s attituderelated behaviors. The three behavior prediction questions were as follows:
“While having a conversation with his or her friends, how likely is the
writer (in Italy) to express views in favor of comprehensive examinations?”
“How likely is the writer (in Italy) to express attitudes that favor comprehensive examinations if he or she were interviewed by NYU’s student
newspaper?” and “If students had a chance to vote on the issue, how likely
is the writer (in Italy) to vote in favor of comprehensive examinations?”
Participants responded on a 7-point scale, anchored at 1 (not at all likely)
and 7 (very likely). We created an index of essay-consistent (correspondent) attitude inference by averaging each participant’s responses to the
three items (␣ ⫽ .83).
As a check on the manipulation of situational constraints, participants
answered the question “To what extent do you think the writer (in Italy)
was forced to write about the view expressed in the essay?,” rating it on a
scale that ranged from 1 (not at all forced) to 7 (completely forced).
Participants also answered the question “How convincing is the essay
about instituting comprehensive examinations?,” rating it on a scale that
ranged from 1 (not at all convincing) to 7 (extremely convincing). After-

ward, participants were debriefed and thanked for their participation in the
study.

Results and Discussion
Manipulation checks. Participants’ perceptions of situational
constraints were analyzed using a 2 (spatial distance: near vs.
distant) ⫻ 2 (situational constraint: unconstrained vs. constrained)
between-participants analysis of variance (ANOVA). As expected,
we found a significant main effect of situational constraints, F(1,
56) ⫽ 10.19, p ⬍ .005, indicating that participants perceived the
instructions given to the writer as more forceful in the constrained
condition than in the unconstrained condition (Ms ⫽ 5.00 vs. 3.70,
respectively). Neither spatial distance as a main effect (F ⬍ 1) nor
spatial distance in interaction with situational constraints, F(1,
56) ⫽ 1.13, p ⫽ .29, affected these perceptions. We also analyzed
participants’ perceptions of essay convincingness using a 2 (spatial
distance) ⫻ 2 (situational constraint) between-participants
ANOVA. Neither the main effects nor the interaction effect were
significant (all Fs ⬍ 1).
Attitude inference. The index of participants’ essay-consistent
attitude inference was analyzed using a 2 (spatial distance: near vs.
distant) ⫻ 2 (situational constraint: unconstrained vs. constrained)
between-participants ANOVA. The results showed a main effect
of situational constraint, F(1, 56) ⫽ 9.05, p ⬍ .005, with participants in the unconstrained condition making a stronger essayconsistent attitude inference (M ⫽ 5.81) than participants in the
constrained condition (M ⫽ 4.95). Results also showed a main
effect of spatial distance, F(1, 56) ⫽ 3.84, p ⫽ .06, with participants in the distant condition making a stronger essay-consistent
attitude inference (M ⫽ 5.66) than participants in the near condition (M ⫽ 5.10). As expected, however, both of these main effects
were qualified by the Spatial Distance ⫻ Situational Constraint
interaction effect, F(1, 56) ⫽ 4.15, p ⬍ .05. As can be seen in
Figure 1, specific comparisons revealed that there were no significant differences in the tendency to make essay-consistent attitude
inferences among participants forming judgments about a spatially
distant writer that was constrained (M ⫽ 5.52) versus unconstrained (M ⫽ 5.80), t ⬍ 1. It was only when participants formed
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Figure 1. Essay-consistent attitude inference as a function of spatial
distance and situational constraints (Study 2)
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a judgment for a spatially near writer that they made a weaker
essay-consistent attitude inference when the writer was constrained (M ⫽ 4.38) rather than unconstrained (M ⫽ 5.82), t(28) ⫽
3.11, p ⬍ .005, d ⫽ 1.76. Furthermore, specific comparisons
revealed that there were no significant differences in essayconsistent attitude inferences among participants who formed a
judgment about an unconstrained writer who was spatially distant
versus near (t ⬍1). In contrast, those forming judgments about
constrained writers made essay-consistent attitude inferences to a
greater degree when the writer was spatially distant rather than
spatially near, t(28) ⫽ 2.43, p ⫽ .02, d ⫽ .92.
These results support the present predictions regarding the effect
of spatial distance from behavior on the correspondence bias. The
attitudes of an essay writer are relatively general and decontextualized constructs that are a part of a high-level construal of writing
an essay, whereas situational constraints are relatively concrete
and contextual features that are a part of a low-level construal of
writing the essay. We therefore predicted that spatial distance from
an essay writer would lead participants to see the content of the
essay as diagnostic of the writer’s attitude and give less weight to
situational constraints on the essay writer. Supporting this prediction, the results show that participants were more likely to disregard the influence of situational constraints when drawing inferences about a spatially distant rather than near essay writer.
It is important to note that the spatially near and distant groups
did not differ in their perceptions of the situational constraints
placed on the writer or in their perceptions of the convincingness
of the writer’s essay, making it unlikely that spatial distance alters
the fundamental perception of constrained behavior. Rather, we
reason that the amount of spatial distance from a constrained target
alters the extent to which people weigh such constraints when
drawing an inference about the target. That is, the extent to which
perceivers make correspondent inferences about a spatially close
target should depend upon the amount of perceived constraint
placed on the target’s behavior, whereas the extent to which
perceivers make such inferences about a spatially distant target
should be independent of perceived constraint. This would be
manifest in an interaction between perceived constraint and distance condition, in which the degree of perceived constraint predicts spatially near attitude inferences but not spatially distant
attitude inferences.
Indeed, when we regressed participants’ attitude inferences on
perceived constraint and its interaction with distance condition,
results revealed that the interaction between distance condition and
constraint condition no longer significantly predicted participants’
attitude inferences, whereas the interaction between perceived
constraint and distance condition did so. Using simple slope analysis to illustrate the impact of perceived constraint on attitude
inferences for the near and distant groups, we found that the
attitude inferences that were made by participants in the distant
group were unchanging as a function of perceived constraint,
whereas the inferences that were made by those in the near group
were less strong as perceived constraint increased. This supports
our assertion that the situationally constrained essay was seen as
more diagnostic of the corresponding attitude when the essay was
purportedly written in a spatially distant location. That is, situational constraint, even when perceived, was not considered when
drawing inferences from a distant behavior.
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One potential alternative explanation for the present results
might be that our participants held different stereotypes about
NYU students in Italy versus New York in their endorsement of
comprehensive examinations. That is, when the essay was unconstrained, participants might have taken the essay writer at his or her
word, but when the essay was constrained, participants might have
perceived the base rates in favor of comprehensive examinations to
be greater on the spatially distant (Italy) campus. If the base rates
were indeed perceived to be greater on the distant campus, that
could explain why the correspondence bias was lower in the
distant constrained group compared with the near constrained
group. Although, unless the base rates are perceived to be 100% in
favor of comprehensive examinations on the distant campus, on
the basis of this alternative explanation one would still expect to
find the correspondence bias to be lower in the distant constrained
group than in the distant unconstrained group. The logic of this is
that whereas at least some of the writers who are constrained to
write in favor of comprehensive examinations would actually be
opposed to them, none who freely choose to write in favor of them
would be opposed to them. As reported above, however, the results
do not support this interpretation, as we found no difference
between the distant constrained and unconstrained groups in their
likelihood to make an essay-consistent attitude inference. Moreover, results from a pilot study revealed that students do not in fact
hold different stereotypes about NYU students on the different
campuses in their endorsement of comprehensive examinations.3
The results from this study are consistent with the Nussbaum et
al. (2003) findings that the correspondence bias is manifested more
when predicting people’s distant future rather than near future
behavior. Together, these findings suggest that judgments about
spatially or temporally distant behavior are based on higher level
construals of the behavior in terms of global dispositional qualities
of the actor. The parallel in the effects of spatial and temporal
distance on the correspondence bias, moreover, supports the more
general notion that both types of distances constitute instances of
psychological distance and that their similar effects on construal
and prediction are attributable to this basic similarity between all
types of psychological distance.
One specific implication of these results might be that people
may think that another’s true character is likely to be expressed in
3

Fifty-two participants were asked to estimate the likelihood that NYU
students would endorse senior comprehensive examinations. Half of the
participants were asked about students attending NYU’s New York campus
(spatially near condition), whereas the other half were asked about students
attending NYU’s Florence, Italy campus (spatially distant condition). Participants were specifically asked, “How likely are students in New York
City, attending NYU’s Washington Square campus [in Florence, Italy
attending NYU’s Study Abroad Program] to be in favor of instituting
senior comprehensive examinations at NYU?” and “How likely are students in New York City, attending NYU’s Washington Square campus [in
Florence, Italy attending NYU’s Study Abroad Program] to be opposed to
instituting senior comprehensive examinations at NYU?” (reverse scored).
Participants responded on a 7-point scale, anchored at 1 (not at all likely)
and 7 (extremely likely). The responses were averaged to form a single
index of endorsement (r ⫽ .82). As expected, participants in the spatially
near condition (M ⫽ 2.60) did not differ significantly from participants in
the spatially distant condition (M ⫽ 2.56) in their estimate of students’
endorsement of senior comprehensive examinations.
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Table 1
Likelihood Ratings by Spatial Distance (Study 3)
Near
Typical event
Number of inches of rainfall on campus has been 4.11 to 4.69 per month, with an average monthly rainfall of 4.40
Likelihood that the rainfall will be at least 4.11
Number of visits to health center per student has been .39 to .51, with an average of .45
Likelihood that the number of visits will be no greater than .50 visits
Number of pages of photocopied documents per student per class has been 72 to 112, with an average of 92
Likelihood that students will receive no more than 109 pages
Number of reported hours of sleep per student per night has been 6.3 to 7.1, with an average of 6.7
Likelihood that students will sleep more than 6.2 hr

Distant

M

SD

M

SD

7.00

1.69

7.20

1.32

5.92

1.77

6.48

1.90

4.63

1.88

5.96

1.95

5.96

2.24

6.72

1.65

Note. Numbers indicate the likelihood that events would happen the next semester (Fall 2005). Typicality of events was manipulated within-participant.
Contact the authors for the exact wording of the scenarios.

distant places. This may underlie the romantic attitude about
traveling. Indeed, many people plan vacations with significant
others with the intent of discovering the true nature of themselves
and those they travel with. Having this construal in mind, romantic
partners, for example, may travel to remote places hoping to
discover their partner’s true self, only to find that their partner is
the same as in everyday life.

Study 3: Spatial Distance and Predictions for Typical and
Atypical Events
Higher level construals by definition impose one of a few
possible alternative interpretations of information about events.
Because inconsistent or irrelevant information about events is
omitted or assimilated into such construals, judgments based on
higher level construals are less ambiguous and more prototypical
than judgments based on lower level construals. Therefore, when
information is provided about the central tendency of an event’s
category, predictions about whether spatially distant events will
occur should be more affected by whether the events resemble the
central tendency of the category than predictions about spatially
near events. On the basis of this reasoning, we designed this study
to test the hypothesis that as spatial distance from an event is
increased, individuals will predict that typical events are more
likely and atypical events are less likely.

Method
Participants. A sample of 49 students (37 women, 11 men) at NYU
participated in partial fulfillment of a course requirement; 1 participant
failed to indicate his or her gender. They were randomly assigned to
condition, with 24 participants in the spatially near condition and 25
participants in the spatially distant condition.
Materials and procedures. Participants were tested in groups of 1 to 4
in a study ostensibly about NYU campuses. Participants were presented
with eight scenarios describing the central tendency for various events’
categories (e.g., “Students report sleeping an average of 6.3 to 7.1 hours a
night while studying at the NYU campus in Manhattan [Florence] during
the fall semester, averaging 6.7 hours per night.”).4 The events were
described as located at “the NYU campus in Manhattan” (spatially near
condition) or “the NYU campus in Florence, Italy” (spatially distant
condition). Half of the scenarios asked participants to estimate the likelihood that a typical event (i.e., an event that occurs within the stated range)
would happen next year (see Table 1), while the other half asked partici-

pants to estimate the likelihood that an atypical event (i.e., an event that
occurs outside of the stated range) would happen next year (see Table 2).
In the example above, participants were asked to estimate the likelihood
that “students will sleep greater than 6.2 hours per night while studying
during the Fall 2005 semester at the NYU campus in Manhattan [Florence].” Participants responded on a 9-point scale, anchored at 1 (not at all
likely) and 9 (extremely likely). The order of the scenarios was randomly
determined and fixed across all participants. Afterward, participants were
debriefed and dismissed.

Results and Discussion
To test the effects of spatial distance on judgments that typical
and atypical events would occur in the future, we averaged participants’ likelihood ratings together for each within-participant
condition (scenarios that asked about typical vs. atypical events).
Participants’ likelihood ratings were analyzed using a 2 (spatial
distance: near vs. distant) ⫻ 2 (type of event: typical vs. atypical)
repeated measures ANOVA, with the first factor a betweenparticipants variable and the last factor a within-participant variable. Although there was no main effect of spatial distance (F ⬍
1), there was a significant main effect of type of event, F(1, 47) ⫽
75.27, p ⬍ .001, with participants estimating a greater likelihood
that typical (M⫽ 6.24) rather than atypical events (M⫽ 3.69)
would occur. It is important to note that analyses did reveal a
significant Spatial Distance ⫻ Type of Event interaction effect,
F(1, 47) ⫽ 5.62, p ⬍ .05 (see Figure 2). Specific comparisons
revealed, as expected, that the predicted likelihoods that typical
events would occur were higher for spatially distant locations (M
⫽ 6.59) than spatially near locations (M ⫽ 5.88), t(47) ⫽ 2.13, p ⬍
.05, d ⫽ .62. Also as expected, the predicted likelihoods that
atypical events would occur were lower for spatially distant locations (M ⫽ 3.36) than spatially near locations (M ⫽ 4.03), t(47) ⫽
1.78, p ⫽ .08, d ⫽ .52.5
4

Materials can be obtained from the authors.
We reran the analyses after standardizing the likelihood rating for each
event so that scores reflected the degree to which the participants’ predicted likelihood for an activity deviated from the mean predicted likelihood for that activity by all participants. As expected, results still yielded
a significant Spatial Distance ⫻ Type of Event interaction effect, F(1,
47) ⫽ 5.38, p ⬍ .05.
5
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Table 2
Likelihood Ratings by Spatial Distance (Study 3)
Near
Atypical events
Number of degrees in °F on campus has been 51 to 59, with an average of 55
Likelihood that the temperature will be no greater than 49°F
Ratio of women to men on campus has been .47 to .52, with an average of .49
Likelihood that ratio will exceed .53
Number of hours of daylight on campus per day has been 13.8 to 14.6, with an average of 14.2
Likelihood that the length of daylight will be more than 14.7
Number of inches of snowfall on campus has been 1.9 to 2.7 per month, with an average of 2.3
Likelihood that the snowfall will be less than 1.9

Distant

M

SD

M

SD

3.25

2.23

3.48

1.78

5.25

2.11

3.92

1.68

3.29

2.18

2.48

1.96

4.33

2.09

3.56

1.53

Note. Numbers indicate the likelihood that events would happen the next semester (Fall 2005). Typicality of events was manipulated within-participant.
Contact the authors for the exact wording of the scenarios.

One potential alternative explanation for the present findings
might be that the base rates for what we presented as typical and
atypical events were perceived to be different in the spatially near
and distant conditions. For example, it is plausible that students
believed that the base rate for the women-to-men ratio was smaller
on NYU’s Florence campus and thus judged the likelihood of
women outnumbering men on the Florence campus to be less
likely. It is important to note, however, that we essentially provided base-rate information when we presented them with the
central tendency information for atypical and typical events. This
information was held constant across the two distance conditions.
Nevertheless, it is still possible that the plausibility of this central
tendency information differed between the two locations. To address this alternative explanation, we conducted a pilot study to
examine whether students judged the different events described in
Study 3 as more or less likely to happen in Italy versus New York.
Thirty-one participants judged the average level of the events on
NYU’s New York campus (spatially near condition), whereas
another 31 participants judged the average level of the events on
NYU’s Florence campus (spatially distant condition). For example, participants were asked, “How likely is it that the female to

Predicted Likelihood

7

6

atypical events
typical events

5

male ratio of students during the fall semester at the NYU campus
in Manhattan [Florence, Italy] is .49?” and “How likely is it that
the average number of visits to the health center by each student
during the fall semester at the NYU campus in Manhattan [Florence, Italy] is .45 visits?” (see Tables 1 and 2 for a complete list
of events). Participants responded on a 7-point scale, anchored at
1 (not at all likely) and 7 (extremely likely). As expected, results
revealed no systematic differences across the typical and atypical
events between the spatially near and distant conditions; participants in the spatially near condition did not significantly differ
from participants in the spatially distant condition in their estimated likelihoods for any of the events presented in Study 3.
The present results add support to the idea that judgments about
more spatially distant events are based on higher level construals of
those events. We assumed that values that are representative of a
distribution (those that are close to the mean) constitute a high-level
construal of the distribution. We therefore hypothesized, and the
results actually showed, that these values would be predicted with
greater confidence for spatially remote locations than spatially proximal locations. Atypical events, on the other hand, were predicted to
occur in proximal locations more than in spatially remote locations.
These findings have implications for how people decide between
devoting their limited resources toward preparing for likely and unlikely events. For example, individuals can be expected to make plans
for events that take place at spatially distant locations that anticipate
common or ordinary events, but they are not expected to plan for rare
or unusual events (e.g., finance experts prepare more for unlikely
market fluctuations in local markets). Although Murphy’s Law states,
“If anything can go wrong, it will,” the results from this study suggest
that individuals rely less on this adage when making predictions for
spatially distant events.

Study 4: Spatial Distance and Extrapolations Based on
Trends Versus Deviations

4

3
near

distant
Spatial Distance

Figure 2. Predictions for events as a function of spatial distance and
typicality of events (Study 3)

The previous study examined static situations in which the data
participants based their predictions on did not show any trends or
developments over time. In the present study we sought to extend
our logic to dynamic situations, in which participants make inferences based on trends. Specifically, we examined the effect of
spatial distance on people’s readiness to extrapolate from general
trends as opposed to local information (deviations). Consider, for
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Student Reported Satisfaction with Food Quality (1 to 9)
9
8

A

7
Satisfaction

example, an individual who has a history of behaving a certain way
and then on one occasion deviates from her usual course of action.
Does the perceived spatial distance from that person affect the
weight that is placed on the deviant behavior when predicting how
she will act in the future? More generally, when individuals have
knowledge about the general history of any event and they encounter a specific case that is inconsistent with that history, how
much weight are they likely to place on the specific case? In terms
of CLT, general trends convey a high-level, abstract rule about
how the future will manifest itself, whereas deviations from trends
represent a low-level, concrete exception to the rule. Consequently, when information is provided about a general trend surrounding an event and a specific case that deviates from that trend,
extrapolations for spatially distant rather than near events should
be based more on the general trend than on the local deviation.
In the current study, we presented participants with a series of
graphs, each showing an upward or downward trend of cases charted
over several years for various events related to an academic year (e.g.,
average photocopies per student per class). On each of the graphs, the
final case that was presented for the last academic year always
deviated from the overall trend of cases from the previous academic
years. That is, the last and most recent case of a generally upward
graph would deviate in the downward direction, and vice-versa for a
generally downward graph (see Figure 3 for examples). Participants
were asked to extrapolate whether the case for the next academic year
would be consistent with the general trend or consistent with the
specific case that deviated from the trend. We tested the hypothesis
that as spatial distance from an event is increased, individuals would
be more likely to extrapolate for the next academic year from a
general trend relative to a specific case that deviates from the general
trend.
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Method
Participants. A sample of 58 students (42 women, 16 men) at New
York University participated for $10 or in partial fulfillment of a course
requirement. They were randomly assigned to condition, with equal numbers in each condition.
Materials and procedures. Participants were tested in groups of 1 to 10
in a study on predictions. Participants were presented with six graphs depicting
information about several events that took place at NYU from 1999 to 2004
(e.g., “students’ reported satisfaction with food quality”).6 The events were
described as occurring at “the NYU campus in Manhattan” (spatially near
condition) or “the NYU campus in Florence, Italy” (spatially distant condition). Half of the graphs depicted an upward trend of cases for 1999 –2003, and
the other half depicted a downward trend of cases for 1999 –2003. For the
graphs that depicted an upward trend of cases, the last case for 2004 deviated
downward. For the graphs that depicted a downward trend of cases, the last
case for 2004 deviated upward (see Figure 3 for examples). Participants were
asked to estimate the likelihood that cases for 2005 would go up from the
previous year as well as the likelihood that cases would go down from the
previous year. In the example above, participants were asked, “How likely will
the graph continue to Point A?” and “How likely will the graph continue to
Point B?” Participants responded on a 6-point scale, anchored at 1 (very
unlikely) and 6 (very likely). We created two random orders of the graphs,
included order as a factor for the analyses, and controlled for order in the
analyses; the pattern of results was unchanged in all cases. Thus, the order of
the graphs is not discussed further. Afterward, participants were debriefed and
dismissed.

5
1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

Academic Year

Figure 3. Examples of graphs that were used to depict an upward or
downward trend of cases for 1999 –2004 (Study 4)

Results and Discussion
In this study, we asked participants to estimate whether the level
of an event would continue up or down on a graph (see Figure 3
for examples). For every graph that depicted a general upward
trend, we averaged across participants’ estimated likelihoods that
the next point on the graph would go up, yielding an index of
participants’ extrapolations based on upward trends. For these
same generally upward graphs, we also averaged across participants’ estimated likelihoods that the next point would go down,
yielding an index of participants’ extrapolations based on deviations from upward trends. The same was done for downward
graphs. That is, for every generally downward graph, we averaged
across participants’ estimated likelihoods that the next point on the
6

Materials can be obtained from the authors.
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Table 3
Likelihood Ratings by Spatial Distance (Study 4)
Near
Trend
Graph
Upward trend
Student satisfaction with food
Average no. of photocopies
Average class attendance
Downward trend
Medical office visits
Acceptance rates
Average hr per night of sleep

Distant
Deviation

Trend

Deviation

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

3.62
3.48
3.52

1.01
1.43
1.09

4.03
4.24
4.03

0.78
0.79
0.82

4.21
3.62
3.93

1.11
1.21
0.88

3.21
3.93
3.72

1.32
1.13
1.10

3.52
4.59
4.00

0.99
1.05
1.07

4.07
3.00
3.45

0.80
1.22
0.87

4.00
3.97
4.28

1.10
1.40
0.92

3.41
3.31
3.24

1.15
1.20
0.95

Note. Numbers in the trend column indicate the likelihood that the graph would continue in direction suggested
by the trend, and numbers under the deviation column indicate the likelihood that the graph would continue in
the direction suggested by the case that deviated from the trend. The type of trend for the graphs was manipulated
within-participant. Upward trends refer to graphs that depicted an incline in the rates from 1999 –2003 with a
decline in the rate for 2004. Downward trends refer to graphs that depicted a decline in the rates from 1999 –2003
with an incline in the rate for 2004.

graph would go down (an index of participants’ extrapolations
based on downward trends) and up (an index of participants’
extrapolations based on deviations from downward trends; see
Table 3 for extrapolations for each graph).
To test the effects of spatial distance on extrapolations, we analyzed
participants’ extrapolations using a 2 (spatial distance: near vs. distant) ⫻ 2 (basis of extrapolations: trend vs. deviation) ⫻ 2 (type of
trend: upward vs. downward) repeated measures ANOVA, with the
first factor a between-participants variable and the last two factors
within-participant variables. Results showed no main effects of spatial
distance (F ⬍ 1) or the type of trend, F(1,56) ⫽ 2.25, p ⫽ .14. A main
effect of the basis of extrapolations, F(1, 56) ⫽ 3.48, p ⫽ .07, did
emerge, with participants evidencing a greater likelihood of extrapolating from general trends (M ⫽ 3.89) than from deviations from
general trends (M ⫽ 3.64). Results also revealed a Basis of Extrapolations ⫻ Type of Trend effect, F(1, 56) ⫽ 15.24, p ⬍ .001. Specific
comparisons revealed that although participants were more likely to
extrapolate on the basis of downward trends (M ⫽ 4.06) than on
deviations from downward trends (M ⫽ 3.41), t(57) ⫽ 3.68, p ⬍ .001,
d ⫽ .97, they were equally likely to extrapolate based on upward
trends (M ⫽ 3.73) and deviations from upward trends (M ⫽ 3.86), t ⬍
1. It is important to note that, as expected, the Spatial Distance ⫻
Basis of Extrapolation effect also emerged, F(1, 56) ⫽ 3.97, p ⫽ .05,
which was not qualified by the three-way interaction, F(1, 56) ⫽ 2.53,
p ⫽ .12.
In order to further examine the Spatial Distance ⫻ Basis of
Extrapolation effect, we averaged across participants’ extrapolations on the basis of upward and downward trends, yielding an
index of participants’ extrapolations based on general trends and
across participants’ extrapolations on the basis of deviations from
upward and downward trends, yielding an index of participants’
extrapolations based on deviations. As can be seen in Figure 4,
specific comparisons revealed that participants in the spatially
distant condition were less likely to extrapolate on the basis of
deviations from general trends (M ⫽ 3.47) than were participants
in the spatially near condition (M ⫽ 3.80), t(56) ⫽ 2.43, p ⬍ .05,
d ⫽ .92; no differences emerged in their likelihood to extrapolate

on the basis of general trends, (M ⫽ 4.00 vs. M ⫽ 3.79), t(56) ⫽
1.22, p ⫽ .23, d ⫽ .33. Results also showed that participants in the
spatially distant condition were more likely to extrapolate on the
basis of general trends than on deviations from general trends,
t(28) ⫽ 2.47, p ⬍ .05, d ⫽ .94, whereas participants in the spatially
near condition failed to show any difference in their extrapolations
on the basis of general trends and deviations from general trends.7
Consistent with our hypothesis, these results demonstrate that
individuals rely more on general trends and less on local deviations
from those trends when making predictions about relatively distant
locations.
The results from this study complement the findings from the
previous study, as both highlight how individuals are more likely
to rely on global information (in this case, information about
general trends) when making predictions for events that occur in
spatially distant locations. Study 3 demonstrated people’s tendency
to rely on global information when making predictions in static
situations, whereas Study 4 demonstrated people’s tendency to rely
on global information when making predictions in dynamic situations. An interesting implication of these studies is that when
individuals (e.g., U.S.-affiliated stock brokers) make decisions
(e.g., investments) based on information about spatially near
events (e.g., the stock market on Wall Street) rather than distant
events (e.g., the stock market in Tokyo), they will be more likely
to exaggerate the significance of small departures from general
data patterns. When individuals are faced with an unusual deviation (e.g., rejection of a paper) from how events have typically
unfolded in the past (e.g., a positive trend in one’s career), the
question is always whether this atypical case is a turning point or
7

We reran the analyses after standardizing the extrapolations for each
graph so that extrapolations reflected the degree to which the participants’
extrapolations for a graph deviated from the mean extrapolation for that
graph by all participants. As expected, results still yielded a significant
Spatial Distance ⫻ Basis of Extrapolation interaction effect, F(1, 56) ⫽
4.66, p ⬍ .05.
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Figure 4. Extrapolations on the basis of general trends versus deviations
from trends as a function of spatial distance (Study 4)

a fluctuation. The current findings have the potential to offer
insights into how people respond to information that is unexpected
or unforeseen given what they know about the past (e.g., freak
weather events, spurts or collapses in financial market), as individuals appear to assign less weight to such information when
forming judgments for spatially distant events. For example, these
results suggest that as individuals (e.g., those with a history of
infidelity) attempt to make drastic, personal changes (e.g., become
more monogamous), those who are spatially distant rather than
close who learn about such attempts are less likely to perceive any
actual dispositional change (e.g., see Libby, Eibach, & Gilovich,
2005, for related findings).

General Discussion
According to CLT, as individuals become more psychologically
removed from events, their construal of events moves to a higher
level. High-level construals structure the information about events
in terms of abstract, global features that convey the essence of the
event. As events become more psychologically close, individuals’
construal of events moves to a lower level. These construals are
less structured and represent the available information about an
event in terms of specific, local features. The spatial distance from
events is thought to operate as a fundamental distance dimension
through which individuals’ construal of events will move to higher
or lower levels. In the current set of studies, we examined the
extent to which increased spatial distance from events fostered
greater reliance on high-level construals during judgment and
prediction. Specifically, we showed that participants structured
behaviors into broader units (Study 1) and increasingly attributed
behavior to global dispositions rather than specific situational
constraints (Study 2) when those behaviors were spatially distant
rather than near. Moreover, we demonstrated that participants
expected events that were prototypical and closer to the general
case to be more likely when events were more spatially distant
(Study 3). Finally, we demonstrated that participants were less
likely to extrapolate from specific cases that deviated from general

trends when making predictions about more spatially distant
events (Study 4). Together, these results support CLT’s assertion
that judgments regarding experiences in distant locations are based
more on global, abstract representations than judgments about the
same experiences in near locations.
It is important to address the possibility that participants in our
studies may have perceived the near location as more self-relevant
and, therefore, engaged in more effortful processing while forming
judgments for spatially near experiences. One might argue, for
example, that the greater unitization (Study 1) that was expressed
for spatially near behavior required more effort. It is thus possible
that high self-relevance might have enhanced the tendency to
engage in more systematic, effortful (as opposed to heuristic,
low-effort) processing (see Chen & Chaiken, 1999; Todorov,
Chaiken, & Henderson, 2002) and that such a difference in processing explains the results obtained. However, several aspects of
our results argue against this interpretation. First, in Study 1, no
differences were found between conditions in the perceived difficulty of processing information about the social event. Second, in
Studies 2 through 4, we took care to ensure that self-relevance was
equal across the spatial distance conditions by holding participants’ school affiliation with the specified location constant across
conditions. Third, regarding Study 3, there is no a priori reason to
suspect that more effortful processing in the spatially near condition (if it even occurred) would reduce the utilization of information about the central tendency of a distribution. Last, the results
from Study 4 cannot be accounted for by differences in effort as
there is no a priori reason (similar to Study 3) to suspect that more
systematic processing in the near condition would lead to more
weight on instances that deviate from general trends when making
predictions of future behavior. It is important to note that we do
acknowledge that it is difficult to completely rule out this alternative explanation. However, given the consistency of results with
CLT’s framework as well as the recent empirical work that has
shown that experiences that occur at ostensibly spatially distant
locations are construed at a higher level than spatially near experiences (Fujita, Henderson, et al., 2006), a construal level explanation seems to be the most consistent and parsimonious one
available for the current findings. Nevertheless, it remains for
future researchers to assess the exact role that construal level plays
in the effects of spatial distance on social judgment.
Our purpose in the present article was to demonstrate that
several judgments that have been deemed as important for social
reasoning and functioning are more likely to be based on highlevel construals for spatially distant rather than near events. Overall, the current results show that increasing the reported spatial
distance of an event increases the impact of high-level information (i.e., central tendencies, general trends, dispositional
characteristics) and decreases the impact of low-level information (i.e., incidental details, irregular outcomes, situationspecific task characteristics) on social judgment and
decision-making.

Evaluation
The implications of spatial construal for evaluation and choice
also deserve attention. Previous CLT work has already demonstrated that the perceived value of objects and activities derives
from their construal (Fujita, Trope, Liberman, & Levi-Sagi, 2006;
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Liberman & Trope, 1998; Trope & Liberman, 2000). Individuals
frequently form evaluations of objects and activities that differ in
the valence associated with their high-level, central features and
low-level, peripheral features. When the value of high-level features (e.g., quality of music bands) of an object or activity (e.g.,
music concert) is different from the value of its low-level features
(e.g., quality of available food), then changing the level of representation of the target object or activity results in a corresponding
change in its perceived value. By forming evaluations about spatially distant objects and activities that are based on high-level,
central information and evaluations about spatially near objects
and activities that are based on low-level, peripheral information,
individuals’ evaluations can be expected to differ as a function of
the amount of perceived spatial distance from objects and activities. Specifically, the findings from the present studies suggest that
when individuals form evaluations and make choices for spatially
distant rather than near objects and activities, they will give more
weight to high-level concerns over low-level concerns when expressing their evaluations and preferences. Indeed, previous research has shown that individuals give more weight to their abstract ideals, values, and desirability concerns for temporally
distant activities (Liberman & Trope, 1998; Liberman et al., in
press; Pennington & Roese, 2003), suggesting that a similar focus
will occur for spatially distant activities. This framework, for
example, might account for why individuals (e.g., early European
settlers) who plan to move to remote locations (e.g., the New
World) often have visions of a utopia. Moreover, this framework
might account for why organizations (e.g., the U.S. government,
Al Qaeda) frequently make plans for distant locations (e.g., the
Middle East, the United States) that center on establishing their
preferred ideological systems.

Psychological Distance
According to CLT (see Liberman, et al., in press; Trope &
Liberman, 2003), space is just one of many psychological distance
dimensions that influence the way individuals construe information when forming judgments about experiences. CLT posits that
the same general principles that apply to spatial distance should
also hold for other distance dimensions, including social distance.
Future research should explore, for example, whether having individuals adopt a third-person rather than first-person perspective
for another increases the impact of high-level information (e.g.,
typical behaviors, behaviors that convey a general pattern) and
decreases the impact of low-level information (i.e., irregular behaviors, deviant behaviors) when forming judgments and evaluations about another. Furthermore, future research should also explore whether individuals put more weight on high-level
information when forming judgments and evaluations of others
and more weight on low-level information when forming judgments and evaluations of themselves. Indeed, Libby and Eibach
(2004) and Fiedler, Semin, Finkenauer, and Berkel (1995) have
reported effects that are consistent with these predictions.

Conclusion
The four studies reported here suggest that increasing the reported spatial distance from events increases people’s propensity
to rely on abstract, global, general information when forming
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judgments and decisions in regard to those events. Unlike temporal
distance, spatial distance from objects and events has received
little, if any, attention in research on judgment and decisionmaking. As humans’ geographical and spatial horizons expand, it
becomes increasingly important to study how humans transcend
not only the “now” but also the “here.” We hope the present
research is a step in this direction.
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